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Abstract: A thermoelectric generator (TEG) is a clean electricity generator from a heat source,
usually waste heat. However, it is not as widely utilized as other electricity generators due to low
conversion efficiency from heat to electricity. One approach is a system-level net power optimization
for a TEG system composed of TEGs, heat sink, and fans. In this paper, we propose airflow reuse
after cooling preceding TEGs to maximize system net power. For the accurate system net power,
we model the TEG system, air, and heat source with proper dimension and material characteristics,
and simulate with a computational fluid dynamics program. Next, the TEG power generation and
the fan power consumption are calculated in consideration of the Seebeck coefficient and internal
electrical resistance varying with hot and cold side temperatures. Finally, we find the optimal number
of TEGs and fan speed generating the most efficient system net power in various TEG systems.
The results show that the system with a side fan with a specific number of TEGs provides a system
net power up to 58.6% higher than when with a top fan. The most efficient system net power with the
side fan increases up to four TEGs generating 1.907 W at 13,000 RPM.

Keywords: system-level optimization; net power; thermoelectric generator; forced convection;
computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

1. Introduction

A thermoelectric generator (TEG) is a device composed of pairs of P-type (hole-conducting) and
N-type (electron-conducting) thermoelectric elements [1] and there are three kinds of TEG technologies:
lateral/lateral, vertical/lateral, vertical/vertical [2,3]. We target for vertical/vertical and vertical/lateral
TEG devices that heat flows from side to side in vertical. Both sides typically consist of two thin ceramic
plates in vertical/vertical and vertical/lateral TEGs. TEG is a promising energy harvester because it only
requires a temperature difference across the thermoelectric elements to produce electricity. According
to the Seebeck effect, the TEG produces more electricity with the more temperature difference on the
two ceramic plates. Moreover, it has a relatively low maintenance cost compared with such generators
with rotating parts creating noise or vibration. However, the TEG is not as popular as other generators
due to its conversion efficiency. A TEG efficiency is up to about 10% with the development of new
thermoelectric materials and efficient modules [4]. In contrast, the conversion efficiency of other
renewable energy generators, such as a photovoltaic cell and a wind generator, is more than 15%.
So, many studies tried to increase TEG performance in material or system-level.

The thermoelectric material is a key component of TEG efficiency, and Tin Selenide (SnSe) shows
an outstanding performance compared with other materials [5]. Graphdiyne has a high electrical
conductivity, the large Seebeck coefficient, and low thermal conductivity, so TEG based on graphdiyne
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shows a high figure of merit at room temperature [6]. In bismuth telluride-based alloys used popularly,
high figures of merit for p-type (Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3) and n-type (Bi2Te2.7Se0.3) are reported with ZT 1.86
at 320 K and ZT 1.20 at 445 K [7,8]. Even though TEG with improved materials provides a high
performance, it is seldom used with single TEG due to its limited power generation capacity and
its size.

Many applications, such as automobiles [9–11], a chimney [12], and a human body [13],
apply multiple TEGs in parallel and/or series connection for the higher TEG-harvested power because
they have a large surface area, where one TEG cannot efficiently convert all the heat energy to electricity.
However, blindly increasing the number of TEGs over the total heat providing area, called the
occupancy ratio, does not always generate higher electricity, and there exists the optimal occupancy
ratio for each condition of the system [14]. The physical configurations, such as the TEG installation
position [15] and the heat exchanger height of the sandwich-plate exhaust system [16], are studied
to increase the harvested power. Also, an optimization algorithm in the electrical configuration is
proposed [17]. It optimizes the vast TEG array on the vehicle to fight spatial and temporal temperature
locality problems and maximize the harvested power by array reconfiguration of serial and parallel
connection among TEGs, depending on coolant flow rate and temperature.

Another way to increase TEG efficiency in system-level is to create a more significant temperature
difference across a TEG. Since the heat source typically has a fixed condition, cooling a TEG cold side is
the only way to increase the temperature difference. There are two different cooling methods to make
temperature difference between each side of the TEG and they are classified into a natural convection
cooling and a forced convection cooling. Natural convection cooling is a method that cools an object
with a natural flow generated by density difference in the fluid occurring due to temperature gradients
around a heat source, not by any external power. The natural convection cooling method applies
widely in industrial fields, and usually has a heat sink on the top of it for better heat transfer. For the
higher cooling capacity with the natural convection cooling, the heat sink shape and size are important
factors for the cooling, so the optimal fin spacing [18] and the heat sink surface [19] are studied.

Different from the natural convection cooling, the forced convection cooling forces fluid to move
for higher heat transfer by an external power, which is a pump or a fan. Since the forced convection is
capable of not only increasing the net power, but also decreasing the net power, the relation between
a coolant flow rate and the amount of harvested power has been studied for a TEG system with
forced convection cooling [20]. In addition to the cooling system optimization, the researchers have
investigated the advantages and disadvantages of natural convection cooling, forced convection
cooling and combined forced-and-natural convection cooling [21,22].

The concept of thermoelectric self-cooling, which is cooling a TEG without external power
consumption, is proposed [23]. The thermoelectric self-cooling system can increase the heat transfer
rate that it interprets as the reduction of the convection thermal resistance between the air and the heat
sink in the thermal equivalent circuit model. The reduced convection thermal resistance reduces the
total thermal resistance of the system from the heat source to the air [24]. However, it can decrease the
system net power harvested by a TEG system if the operating condition is not optimized. Since the
coolant flow rate is the simple parameter but an essential parameter to control in the system, the coolant
flow rate is optimized for the highest system net power [25]. A numerical methodology is developed
and validated for the steady and transient thermal and electrical simulation for a self-cooling TEG
with forced convection cooling, and a parametric study is done to find the effect of heat sink geometry
for the maximum net power [26]. However, these self-cooling systems do not consider the most
rational number of TEGs for the most efficient system net power, which let us also bring the concept of
airflow recycling.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) computes numerical analysis and solves the complex heat
transfer and fluidic problems for parameters that are difficult to obtain, such as the exact temperature
of interfaces, for the maximum system net power [27,28]. CFD is very widely used recently with
hardware development. A three-dimensional thermoelectric generator dynamics solver is built to
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describe flow, heat transfer, fuel combustion, and electricity conversion in detail [29]. A multi-scale
simulation framework for thermoelectric generator systems allows an accurate and efficient prediction
of electric and thermal performance at steady-state conditions [30]. Improving CFD by incorporating
temperature-dependent material properties for TEG and conjugate heat transfer obtains more accurate
simulation results for impingement cooling on TEG [31]. Y. Wang et al. cover the importance and
effects of temperature uniformity in electricity generation and optimize the fin distribution, considering
fin dimension, angle, and spacing, for the maximum electric power generation [32]. An advanced
numerical method by integrating CFD and TEG in association with a heat sink model has been
developed for harvesting the waste heat from the flue gas, and performances of a dual thermoelectric
module and a single thermoelectric module are compared [33]. It studies the effect of aspect ratio and
tilt angle of TEG in a vertical chimney with CFD simulation and results in increases by pitch rising and
angle inclining [34].

In consideration that the TEG under its operating range generally generates much more electricity
as the bigger temperature difference, the forced convection is more suitable for the TEG system for the
higher system net power. Most of the previous researches about forced convection cooling and the
TEG have a fan(s) on the top of a heat sink, which locates above the TEG, and some of the researches
have the fan placed at the side of the heat sink. We designate the TEG systems with two different
fan mount positions as a top-mounted fan (TMF) TEG system and a side-mounted fan (SMF) TEG
system. We propose the SMF-TEG system that can reduce the cooling power consumption by reusing
airflow. The SMF- and TMF-TEG system balances among the additional power gain from adding a
TEG, a diminution of cooling capacity, and a fan power increment to maximize the system net power.
To have the most effective SMF-TEG system, we derive the power model of TEG and the fan. Next,
we model the TEG system, including a TEG, a heat sink, airflow, and fan, and provide a precise CFD
simulation result, which gives a guideline for the cooling system setup.

On the other hand, it is necessary to estimate the accurate hot and cold side temperature of TEG to
calculate TEG-harvested power. To calculate the hot and cold side temperature, many assumptions need
to be made to reduce complexity, and the SMF system structure, in which the cold side is perpendicular
to the airflow, makes the temperature calculation more complex. To reduce the complexity and
obtain values that are difficult to get in real life, many pieces of research on TEG adopted a CFD
simulation program, which computes numerical analysis to analyze and solve problems involving
fluid flows [27,28].

In summary, the novel contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose a side-mounted fan (SMF) system, which reuses an airflow for the most efficient
system net power.

• We find the most rational number of TEG and most effective fan speed of the SMF system that
generates the most efficient system net power by exploring design spaces.

• We present that the SMF-TEG system outperforms the TMF-TEG system on the system net
power basis.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides how airflow reuse is useful
to cool multiple TEGs. The power models and problem statements are presented in Section 3. Section 4
describes parameters that we use in 3D modeling and simulation. In Section 5, we quantitatively
compare the SMF system with the TMF system and show the SMF system outperforms the TMF
system. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. A Self-Cooling TEG System and Net Power Calculation

2.1. Airflow Reuse in a Forced Convection Cooling

When cooling a TEG system with a fan and a heat sink, there are two possible ways for assembling
a fan and a heat sink. One way is a TMF system that places a fan on the top of the heat sink, as shown
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in Figure 1a, and the other way is an SMF system that locates a fan at the side of the heat sink,
Figure 1b. The TMF system requires a fan in every certain number of TEG, usually one or multiple
TEGs depending on the fan size. On the other hand, in the SMF system, the airflow generated by a fan
flows through one or multiple heat sinks depending on the number of TEGs. The outlet air temperature
of a preceding TEG is lower than the cold side temperatures of following TEGs as long as the initial air
temperature is lower than a hot side temperature. It enables us to create enough temperature difference
on the following TEG and results in electricity generation.

Air

Heat sink

TEG

Fan

Air guide

Heat source
(a) Top fan system (b) Side fan system

Figure 1. Thermoelectric generator (TEG) system with two different fan locations with part indication;
(a) top-mounted fan (TMF) (baseline) and (b) side-mounted fan (SMF).

Figure 2 shows the results of a motivational example. We simulate the SMF system and the
TMF system with one and three TEGs, and the air flows from left to right for the SMF system.
The temperature of the heat source and the air is set at 200 and 25 ◦C, respectively. For the systems with
one TEG, the SMF system has lower cold side temperature than the TMF system does, but, for three
TEGs, the TMF system has lower cold side temperature. Also, in the SMF system with three TEGs,
we can find the one SMF can also cool the second and the third TEG cold side temperature enough
to generate electricity when the hot side temperature results between 192 and 198 ◦C. The first TEGs
in each SMF system in Figure 2 have different cold side temperatures, which provides predictable
information that the more number of TEGs, the less power harvested by TEG at the same TEG
generation location. The total electricity generation from the SMF system may be smaller than that
of the TMF system, but the system net power of the SMF system can be higher than that of the TMF
system at the same number of TEGs and each most effective fan speed due to the total fan power
consumption of each system. Here, we see the possibility of airflow reuse when we adopt an SMF
system while a TMF system is not able to reuse airflow due to its structure. Thus we will reuse airflow
from a single SMF and compare its system net power with a system net power of a TMF system.
Then we will find the most effective fan speed and especially the number of TEGs for an SMF system
to generate the most efficient system net power.

2.2. Net Power of a Self-Cooling TEG System

The system net power of a TEG system with a self-cooling PNet can be declared as follows

PNet = PTEG − PFan, (1)

where PTEG and PFan denote a TEG-harvested power and cooling fan power consumption, respectively.
As Equation (1) describes, a forced convection cooling can sometimes lead to a negative system net
power with an unoptimized operation structure. In other words, the power consumption for a cooling
and the TEG-harvested power have a trade-off relationship in the forced convection cooling system.
Therefore, the operating condition of the cooling system should be finely tuned.
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Airflow

100 110 120 130 140

Cold side temperature (°C)

(c) 1 TEG system (d) 3 TEG system

(a) 1 TEG system (b) 3 TEG system
Top fan systems

Side fan systems

Figure 2. Cold side temperature of the TMF and SMF systems with one and three TEGs at a fan speed
of 16,000 RPM; (a) 1 TEG system with one TMF, (b) 3 TEG system with three TMFs, (c) 1 TEG system
with one SMF, and (d) 3 TEG system with one SMF.

2.3. Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulation

The calculation for the powers requires the values, such as the temperature of the TEG side
plates, but it is not easy to measure their exact values in a real experiment. To obtain the exact values,
we use a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation program to estimate the values, such as
the temperature of the TEG side plates, and control on surrounding conditions, such as ambient
temperature and heat source temperature. A CFD simulation program is a general-purpose fluid
flow simulation software that makes it possible to analyze turbulent and laminar flow problems,
including heat transfer problems, in arbitrary geometries. It can simulate thermal, electrical, and fluidic
problems with high reliability. A CFD simulation is widely used because it can control experiment
conditions more precisely than an actual experiment and gives adequate results compared with a real
test. With the CFD simulation, a user can easily build, set, control, implement, and achieve the target
system and desired parameters, which are difficult in actual experiments. However, the CFD can result
in incorrect or inaccurate simulation results and long computation times for various reasons, such as
not enough convergence, inappropriate meshing, or too simple or complex models. A user needs
to be aware of methods, such as proper convergence criteria with residuals and validation with the
datasheet or the experimental data, to avoid the wrong simulation results. In this paper, we simulate a
heat transfer phenomenon among a heat source, a TEG, a heat sink, and an airflow generated by a fan
using a CFD program for accurate and under-control experiments. We use ‘Star-CCM+’ by SIEMENS,
which is an accurate and reliable CFD simulation program popularly used in industries [35].

3. Optimizing Net Power of a Self-Cooling TEG System

3.1. Power Models

As we described in Section 2.2, the net power of the TEG system is calculated from the subtraction
of fan power consumption from TEG-harvested power. For PTEG, the current (ITEG) induced from a
temperature difference across the TEG is denoted as follows [36]:

ITEG =
αM · (THot − TCold)

RInt + RLoad
, (2)
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where αM, THot, TCold, RInt, and RLoad are the Seebeck coefficients of a TEG module, a hot side
temperature, a cold side temperature, an internal resistance of a TEG module, and a load resistance,
respectively. The harvested power from TEG PTEG is derived as follows:

PTEG = I2
TEG · RLoad =(

αM · (THot − TCold)

RInt + RLoad
)2 · RLoad, (3)

Since the TEG-harvested power varies by the load resistance, we assume that the harvested power
is extracted by a maximum power point tracking DC-DC converter. When a DC-DC converter operates
at the maximum power point, RLoad matches RInt by the maximum power transfer theorem. Thus,
PTEG becomes the maximum harvested power from TEG PTEG,Max as follows [37]:

PTEG,Max =
α2

M · (THot − TCold)
2

4 · RInt
. (4)

We estimate αM and RInt from the datasheet of a target TEG by a regression. We first attained the
output power data and the resistance model at a matched load condition about both hot and cold side
temperatures using the datasheet. Then, the Seebeck coefficient model is achieved by a curve-fitting
with the obtained output power data, the achieved resistance model, and the maximum TEG-harvested
power equation, Equation (4). The result regression model of the Seebeck coefficient αM and electrical
resistance RInt of the TEG module are as follows:

αM = −2.0437 × 10−7 · T2
Hot + 1.3444 × 10−7 · THot · TCold +−2.0075 × 10−7 · T2

Cold

+ 1.2015 × 10−4 · THot + 6.1784 × 10−5 · TCold + 0.0175. (5)

RInt = 1.911 × 10−6 · T2
Cold + 5 × 10−6 · THot · TCold

+ 8.044 × 10−4 · THot +−4.75 × 10−4 · TCold + 0.3356. (6)

THot and TCold are considered in the regression models, Equations (5) and (6), because thermoelectric
material properties vary with absolute values of both THot and TCold, not only the temperature
difference. THot and TCold are difficult to estimate with a simple calculation, so are estimated from the
CFD simulation.

Fan power consumption is proportional to the cube of the fan speed and calculated from affinity
laws, which is also known as fan laws or pump laws, while a fan size is held constant in this paper.
The affinity laws let engineers predict the pressure, flow rate, and power of the fan and the pump if
two fans or pumps are dynamically similar. By the affinity laws, fan power consumption is calculated
as follows:

PFan = β · ω3, (7)

where β is a ratio of the rated fan power to the cube of the rated fan speed. Fan speed ω also directly
affects the airflow rate and pressure, which affect TCold, as shown in Figure 3. We use the CFD
simulation to calculate airflow rate and pressure, especially airflow through a heat sink. It is crucial to
find the most effective fan speed to acquire the highest system net power of each system.

3.2. Problem Statement

The final goal of this work is maximizing the system net power of the TEG system by reusing
airflow and finding the most effective fan speed and the most rational number of TEGs. Considering N
TEG modules located in series, there are M1, · · · , MN modules. The SMF provides a possibility of
recycling airflow after M1 module. The problem can be stated as below:
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Given:

• TEG system composed of single SMF, TEG, heat sink, and heat source.
• Heating side temperature (THeat) of the heat source.
• Ambient temperature.

Control knob:

• Fan speed (ω) and the number of TEGs (N).

Goal:

• Find the most effective fan speed and the most rational number of TEGs (N) producing the most
efficient system net power (PNet) with a single SMF.
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Figure 3. TEG cold side temperature at different locations according to fan speed in the five TEG system.

4. Modeling of a Self-Cooling TEG

4.1. TEG Modeling

For a reasonable and reliable TEG 3D model, we use a commercial TEG, TGM-199-1.4-0.8
(Kryotherm, St. Petersburg, Russia) [38], as shown in Figure 4a. The TEG model consists of electrical
interconnects, electrical interconnect ends, pairs of thermoelectric elements, and side plates. All the
thermoelectric elements in this model are connected in series except that the last two elements are
connected in parallel at each electrical interconnect end. The total dimension of the TEG given in the
datasheet is 40 × 40 × 3.25 mm (L × W × H). The detailed dimension of each part is important to
calculate the amount of heat transfer correctly, but the manufacturer does not provide it in detail.
Hence, we disassemble the TEG and measure the dimension of each part, as listed in Table 1. The 3D
model of TEG used in a CFD simulation is presented in Figure 4b,c. Though the simulation complexity
increases significantly, all the thermoelectric elements are modeled in detail for precise thermoelectric
effect, Ohmic heating, and heat transfer.

The material property of the TEG component is essential for accurate simulation.
Required properties for thermoelectricity phenomenon simulation are density, thermal conductivity,
specific heat, the Seebeck coefficient, and electrical conductivity. The materials of each component and
their property values are listed in Table 2. We model the power generation capacity of TEG using a
datasheet. Figure 5 shows the amount of harvested power from TEG according to the hot side and cold
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side temperature. The parameters of Equation (4) are extracted within the recommended operating
temperature, from 0 to 200 ◦C.

Table 1. Dimensions of all components.

Part
Dimension (mm) Q’ty

L W H

TEG 40 40 3.25 -

Thermoelectric element 1.5 1.5 0.75 400
Electrical interconnect 3.5 1.5 0.25 395
Electrical interconnect end 7.5 1.5 0.25 4
Side plate 40 40 1 2

Heat sink 48 40 42 1/TEG

Fin 2 40 0.75 12
Fin to fin 3 - - -
Top/bottom plate 48 40 2 2

Fan 40 20 40 1

Heat source 60 20 + 40 × TEG# 10 1

Table 2. Material properties for each component [35,39].

Part Material Density Thermal Cond. * Specific Heat Electrical Cond. *
(g/cm3) (W/m·K) (J/kg·K) (S/m)

TEG

Thermoelectric element Bismuth Telluride 7.53 1.5 544.28 -
Electrical interconnect Copper 8.96 386.0 385.19 5.96 × 107

Side plate Alumina Ceramic 3.57 35.3 837.36 -

Heat sink Aluminum 2.71 204.0 900.16 -

Heat source Aluminum 2.71 204.0 900.16 -

* abbreviation of conductivity.

Electrical interconnect (end)

Thermoelectric
element

Ceramic side plate

H

LW

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4. TGM-199-1.4-0.8 TEG and its 3D model; (a) picture of a target TEG, (b) isometric view of a
target TEG 3D model, and (c) side view of a target TEG 3D model.
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Figure 5. TEG-harvested power according to the hot side and cold side temperature [38].

4.2. Cooling System Modeling

The target system has a forced convection cooling system composed of ambient air, a fan, and a
heat sink. A fan creates airflow cooling a cold side of a TEG while a heat sink helps a heat transfer from
the cold side of the TEG to the coolant air, which is an ambient air in this work. We select a commercial
fan, 9GA0412P6G001 (Sanyo Denki, Tokyo, Japan) [40] as shown in Figure 6a–c. Figure 6d,e show the
manually designed heat sinks, and their dimensions are listed in Table 1.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 6. A commercial fan, Sanyo Denki 9GA0412P6G001, and a manually designed heat sink; (a) a
commercial fan, (b) a detailed 3D fan model from the manufacturer, (c) a simplified 3D fan model for
the simulation, (d) a 3D heat sink model for the side fan system, and (e) a 3D heat sink model for the
TMF system.

The shape of a fan in the 3D model is essential because it affects the airflow generated by a fan,
and a small defect in the 3D model can result in the wrong simulation. Thus, we start a fan modeling
from a detailed 3D model provided by the manufacturer to minimize possible errors, but the detailed
3D model increases the computation time, which is a drawback of CFD simulation. To alleviate a
long computation time and complexity, we simplify the fan’s outer frame, which does not affect the
airflow. However, the details of the inner shape, such as the hub and the blades, remain unchanged,
which directly influences the cooling performance.

The amount of power consumed by a fan affects the system net power, so the correct power
consumption model of a fan is necessary. The target fan, 9GA0412P6G001, has the rated power
consumption 2.76 W at the rated rotation speed, 16,000 RPM. The maximum airflow and the maximum
static pressure at the rated power are 0.42 m3/min and 318 Pa, respectively. We extract β from the
datasheet of the fan and calculate the fan power consumption using Equation (7). The CFD program
automatically considers airflow and static pressure during its simulation.

Another component of a cooling system is a heat sink. We design two heat sinks for an SMF
system and a TMF system. The only difference between the two types of heat sinks is that a heat sink
for an SMF system has a top plate for better airflow recycling, as shown in Figure 6d,e. The top plate is
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necessary for the SMF system to create the airflow straight and extensive contacts between the coolant
air and the surface of the heat sink, which enhances a heat transfer from the TEG. If the top plate
does not exist in the SMF system, airflow starts to flow in the upper direction due to its high pressure
build-up behind, resulting in inadequate cooling in the behind portion of the heat sink.

4.3. Assembled TEG System Modeling

Before the simulation, all the components are put together as a TEG system. The basic assembled
target system used in the CFD simulation is shown in Figure 1. We first model a TMF system as a
baseline. The heat source locates at the bottom, and the TEG and heat sink stack on top of a heat
source. Lastly, a cooling fan is installed on the top of the heat sink. In a fan structure, connecting
bridges between the hub and the frame, as shown in Figure 6a–c, create different air velocity and
stream over the fan outlet section. Thus, the airflow guide is necessary for evenly distributed airflow
before entering heat sinks. However, the airflow guide is not applied in the TMF system because the
temperature of the TEG cold side is evenly distributed well without the airflow guide. We assume
that there is no heat transfer through the fan and the airflow guide in the simulation. The SMF- and
TMF-TEG systems for the simulation are designed with one to five TEGs to ensure that we find the
most efficient system net power. Total computational components and boundary conditions are shown
in Figure 7.

1 TEG system 2 TEG system

5 TEG system4 TEG system

3 TEG system

(a)

1 TEG system 2 TEG system

5 TEG system4 TEG system

3 TEG system

(b)

Figure 7. SMF and TMF systems; (a) SMF-TEG systems (Proposed system) and (b) TMF-TEG systems.
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Thermal contact resistance is one of the important factors for the correct result with the assembly.
In a real experiment, interfacing surfaces among components are not perfectly smooth, and these
imperfectly smooth interfaces create air gaps that reduce the heat transfer rate between interfacing
surfaces. We regard the reduced heat transfer rate as an increase in the thermal contact resistance to
execute CFD simulation. The thermal interface material (TIM) and the proper pressure are applied to
reduce the thermal contact resistance between the contact surfaces because the pressure reduces the
air gap sizes, and the TIM with the high thermal conductivity, from 0.9 to 20 W/m-K [41] depending
on the materials, fills the air gap that has a lower thermal conductivity of about 0.026 W/m-K [42].
However, when modeling the TIM, its real size is too minimal (µm) compared with that of other parts
(mm), and such a small 3D model can increase the possibility of an error. In the simulation, instead
of embodying and applying the thermal contact material as a 3D model, we input a contact thermal
contact resistance value. The thermal contact resistance value is 1.7 × 10−5 m2-K/W from [41] for
every interfacing surface between each TEG hot side and the heat source and between each TEG cold
side and the heat sink.

5. Experiment

5.1. Experimental Setup

After modeling components, setting up for correct meshing models, physics models, and boundary
conditions are essential to run the simulation. The simulation performs in a steady-state
and three-dimensional simulation and uses the segregated solver. Ideal gas is applied to air.
Thermoelectric and electrical interconnect parts include thermoelectricity and ohmic heating.

For the meshing, the base mesh size is 7 mm, and the minimum base size is 0.21 mm, which is
3% of the base mesh size. Degrees of freedom (DOFs) is zero in our system because we set the fan to
rotate at the input fan speed. We used surface remesher and automatic surface repair to optimize the
quality of the surface and correct a range of geometric type problems. Polyhedral mesh has several
benefits over other types of mesh; each cell has more interfacing neighbors so that gradients can be
much better approximated compared with tetrahedral mesh [43]. Comparison among polyhedral,
tetrahedral, and hexahedral mesh types is made, and it shows that polyhedral mesh converges faster
and has fewer cells than for the same geometry [44]. Thin mesher is applied to generate a prismatic
type volume mesh for thin volumes and improves overall cell quality. Prism layer mesh is used to
generate orthogonal prismatic cells next to wall surfaces or boundaries and is necessary to improve
the accuracy of the flow solution. The total number of cells is, for example, 9,711,444 cells for 1 TEG
system with SMF. One TEG is composed of thermoelectric elements with 644,000 cells, side plates with
588,000 cells, and electrical interconnects with 552,000 cells approximately. Mesh quality is checked
and confirmed according to the proposed method in the CFD program manual, and Figures 8 and 9
show meshes of each component.

Heat sink

TEG

Heat source

Figure 8. Mesh grid of the TEG system.
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Figure 9. Mesh grid of the fan blades (left) and the total rotating region (right).

After the mesh generation, we set the boundary and initial condition values. We set the bottom of
the heat source, not a whole heat source, at a specific temperature of 200 ◦C. It is set to reflect the real
condition, in which a contact surface between a heat source and an object is not constant if there exists
a temperature difference between two objects. Ambient air temperature is set at a room temperature of
25 ◦C. We assume that the bottom side temperature of the heat source and the air is set at a fixed value
of 200 and 25 ◦C, respectively. The typical TEG system is applied to such hot steam or petrochemical
pipes in power or petrochemical plants. The fluids in the pipes have enough high temperature and fast
flow rate [45,46], so we can regard the transferred heat power is enough, which enables us to make
such an assumption as a fixed temperature of the heat source bottom side. The air 3D model has all the
sides, except the bottom side contacting the heat source, open for air circulation, which means air can
flow in and out of the system according to the airflow.

The fan blades and hub are designed and set to rotate in the simulation, instead of a simple inlet
flow from the boundary surface. We use, for the rotation of the blades, a moving reference frame
concept, which the CFD program recommends for a steady-state simulation. Fan speed is an important
factor in determining the system net power of the TEG system. We simulate the TEG system for fan
speed ranging from 6000 to 16,000 RPM, in increments of 1000 RPM. Note that we select the fan speed
range and increment for simulation after the test simulation to reduce the design exploration space.
The baseline for comparison is a TEG system with a fan located on top of the TEG. The proposed TEG
system has a single fan at the side of the TEG, which can cool several TEGs by reusing airflow at the
same time. We simulate the proposed TEG system with the number of TEGs from one to five to find
the most rational number of TEGs, producing the most efficient PNet with a single SMF. We also find
the most effective fan speed for each system. Note that for our CFD model validation, we confirmed
the same output power from the simulation result and the datasheet by setting the air temperature
and fan speed to achieve the hot and cold side temperatures provided in the datasheet.

5.2. Experimental Result

First, with a single TEG, a heat sink, and a fan, the SMF-TEG system outperforms the TMF-TEG
system. Figure 10 shows the system’s net power of all the SMF systems comparing with that of a TMF
system, comprising one TEG and one fan as a baseline. Note that we select simulation results at five
different fan speeds of each system, and the most efficient system net power point is located in the
middle. TEG systems with an SMF generate more system net power than the baseline system for all of
the fan speed.

Second, with more TEGs, an SMF system can generate more power while the number of fans
remains one. In Figure 10, the system net power of the SMF system increases up to four TEGs comparing
with the baseline system, which is a TMF system with one TEG and one cooling fan. The SMF system
can cool the several TEGs by reusing airflow from a single fan. Therefore, the most efficient system net
power increases up to the system with four TEGs at the cost of higher fan power.

After that, the most efficient system net power generated by the SMF TEG system decreases.
Hence, we compare the SMF system generating more system net power to the TMF system with the
same number of TEGs even though the SMF system has a smaller cooling fan. In Figure 11, we compare
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the TMF-TEG system and SMF-TEG system, which have three TEGs. Note that the TMF system uses
the same number of fans as the number of TEGs, so three fans in this case. The SMF system with three
TEGs generates the electricity of 1.906 W at 12,000 RPM while the TMF system generates the system
net power of 1.825 W at 8000 RPM even though the SMF system consumes more total fan power to
cool TEGs. Therefore, the SMF system is able to generate 4.43% higher power than the TMF system
with the same three TEGs.
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Figure 10. System net power of the various SMF systems at different fan speeds compared with the
most efficient system net power of the TMF system with one TEG.
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Figure 11. System net power comparison between the TMF system with three TEGs and three fans and
the SMF systems with three TEGs and a single fan.

An SMF system with more TEGs requires a higher fan speed to make more airflow shown in
Figure 10. However, the air temperature still increases, and the fan power increase may exceed the
generated power from additional TEGs. We confirm it with the cold side temperature distribution on
the TEGs at their most effective fan speed, as shown in Figure 12. Note that the hot side temperature of
all the systems is between 193 and 198 ◦C, so the effect of the hot side temperature is not noticeable.
The cold side temperature of each TEG rises as the number of TEGs increase even though the most
effective fan speed increases.
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Airflow

120 129 138 147 156 165

Cold side temperature (°C)

1 TEG system 3 TEG system
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2 TEG system

4 TEG system

Figure 12. TEG cold side temperature distribution of all the SMF systems at their most effective fan
speeds. The hot side temperature of all the systems is between 193 and 198 ◦C.

Figure 13 shows the temperature field of heat sinks at their most effective fan speeds. It shows
that heat sinks in the TEG system with fewer TEGs have a colder temperature. Figure 14 shows the
TEG-harvested power, total fan power, and system net power of different configurations at their most
effective fan speed. For the SMF system, it generates more system net power than the TMF system by
reusing airflow effectively up to four TEGs. The harvested power increment diminishes faster because
reusing airflow makes the air temperature high and, in turn, reduces cooling capability. The SMF
system consumes more fan power to make a faster airflow, but the power harvested by additional
TEG becomes smaller as the number of TEGs in the SMF system increases. Also, the harvested power
by each TEGs at the same location in different configurations become lower as the number of TEGs
increase, but they converge. We confirm this by analyzing the generated power from each TEG,
as shown in Figure 15.

1 TEG system 2 TEG system 3 TEG system

4 TEG system 5 TEG system

95 125 135 145 155 165

Heat sink temperature (°C)

105 115

Figure 13. Temperature distribution of heat sinks at the most effective fan speed of SMF systems.
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Figure 14. TEG-harvested power consisted of the system net power and the total fan power in all the
systems at their system net power.
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Figure 15. Each TEG-harvested power in all the SMF systems at their most efficient system net power.

Table 3 summarizes the most effective fan speed, the system net power, and the average net power
per unit TEG for each system configuration. The most effective fan speed of the TMF system does not
change as the number of TEG increases while the most effective fan speed of the SMF system increases
as the number of TEG increases. The increase in the fan power consumption due to the higher fan
speed and the limited heat exchange capacity are the main reasons for lower net power per unit TEG
with a higher number of TEGs. However, the SMF system generates up to 58.6% more average net
power per unit TEG compared to the TMF system with the same number of TEGs. We find that the
SMF system generates the most efficient PNet at 13,000 RPM with four TEGs.
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Table 3. Summary table of the most effective fan speed, the average net power per unit TEG, and the
most efficient system net power according to the different TEG configurations.

Number of Number of Most Effective Fan Power Most Efficient Average Net Power
Fans TEGs Fan Speed Consumption System Net Power per Unit TEG

(Q’ty) (Q’ty) (RPM) (W) (W) (W/TEG)

TMF

1 1 8000 0.345 0.819 0.819
2 2 8000 0.345 1.373 0.687
3 3 8000 0.345 1.825 0.608
4 4 7000 0.231 2.106 0.527
5 5 7000 0.231 2.109 0.422

SMF

1 1 8000 0.345 1.299 1.299
1 2 11,000 0.897 1.785 0.893
1 3 12,000 1.164 1.906 0.635
1 4 13,000 1.48 1.907 0.477
1 5 14,000 1.849 1.768 0.354

6. Conclusions

A TEG is a promising energy harvester that generates electricity from waste heat. The amount of
harvested electricity from the TEG depends on the temperature difference between the hot side and
the cold side of a TEG. Therefore, a cooling system and its power consumption determine the amount
of system net power from a TEG system.

In a forced convection cooling with air, the total fan power consumption of the system can be
reduced by placing a fan at the side of the heat sink and reusing the airflow. However, airflow reuse
diminishes cooling capability. Hence, we found the most rational number of TEGs and the most
effective fan speed producing the most efficient system net power in the SMF systems with a various
number of TEGs. We modeled a commercial fan and TEG with the provided material property by the
manufacturer and specific dimensions that we manually measured. We then used the CFD simulation
program, which is reliable and commonly used in industries, to calculate the accurate temperature
and harvested power. The TEG-harvested power was estimated with the Seebeck coefficient, internal
electrical resistance, and the fan power consumption calculated with the affinity laws. The Seebeck
coefficient and internal resistance values were obtained from our regression model. We found that the
SMF system with four TEGs generates the most efficient system net power of 1.907 W at 13,000 RPM,
which is the most among all the SMF systems. The SMF system with up to three TEGs harvests more
system net power than the TMF system with the extra benefit of reducing the fan cost. Compared with
the baseline, which has the same number of the TEG and TMFs and dominantly used in academic
researches, the SMF system with one TEG generates a higher system net power of 58.6% than the TMF
system with one TEG.
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